We investigate the change of magnetic vortex states driven by curvature. The equilibrium state and magnetization reversal of soft magnetic permalloy (Py, Ni 80 Fe 20 ) caps on self-assembled spherical particles with diameters of 100, 330, and 800 nm are investigated, revealing the vortex ground state for individual caps and closely packed cap arrays. The magnetic coupling between vortices is substantially reduced due to the shape of the cap as apparent in a much weaker dependence of the magnetization reversal process on the separation distance. Interestingly, the remaining coupling is still sufficiently large to introduce chirality frustrated vortex states in closely packed cap arrays. Minimizing the size of soft-magnetic materials by applying microfabrication techniques yields to topologically stable objects like vortices.
Besides the aspect of fundamental investigation, vortices are also considered as prospective random access memory devices combining advantages of high-density storage and low-energy consumption. 9 Although individual vortices are energetically preferred in patterned films, 1 their arrangement in arrays of small periods leads to a significantly increased energy barrier for vortex nucleation due to magnetostatic coupling. 10 This can even suppress the vortex remanent state. Therefore the coupling has been intentionally avoided by considering a distance between adjacent disks similar to the disk diameter. However, the magnetostatic coupling and thus the suppression of the vortex remanent state can be reduced by inserting a thickness gradient at the edge of the planar disk. 11 An elegant way to provide a thickness gradient and to alter the magnetic interaction at the nanoscale simultaneously is to introduce a curvature. Previously, the substantial impact of a curvature on magnetic properties and magnetization reversal of thin hard magnetic films with out-of-plane easy axis [12] [13] [14] was demonstrated. Very recently, theoretical calculations suggested that in thin spherical nanoshells a polarity-chirality coupling occurs for topological reasons. 15 In this respect, curved magnetic films may exhibit intrinsically the possibility to switch the chirality by reversing the polarity or vice versa.
In this paper, we show that curvature modifies both stability of magnetic vortex states and coupling between adjacent vortices in permalloy caps on spherical particles, allowing us to fabricate closely packed vortex arrays with particle size down to 330 nm. For smaller sizes, the vortex state is only favored for individual isolated caps. For an in-depth understanding of the magnetization process, the magnetic states were probed by means of x-ray magnetic circular dichroism photoemission electron microscopy (XMCD-PEEM) at BESSY II (beamline UE49-PGM, Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin) while exposing the sample to an in-plane magnetic field. The vortices exhibit a significantly weaker dependence of the vortex nucleation and annihilation fields on the intercap distance compared with their planar counterparts due to a curvature-driven thickness variation that minimizes the magnetic stray field of the cap. A comparison of vortex nucleation and annihilation field of closely packed caps with individual disks reveals five to ten times smaller values. The corresponding value for individual disks and closely packed arrays of disks is >25. 10 Due to the reduced magnetostatic intercap interaction, we get insight into the coupling between vortices in closely packed cap arrays. In contrast to commonly considered spin frustrated systems, 16, 17 magnetic vortices in hemispherical closely packed cap arrays show chirality frustrated states that have not yet been reported in literature.
We report on magnetic equilibrium states and magnetization reversal of 20-and 40-nm-thick Py caps on selfassembled arrays of spherical SiO 2 particles with diameters of (100 ± 15), (330 ± 33), and (800 ± 40) nm (Bangs Laboratories, Inc.). The silica particle arrays are fabricated by using the drop-cast approach. Throughout this paper, the notation Py(t/d) is used to refer to Py caps with thickness t and diameter d in nm. The Py films as well as Ta buffer (5 nm) and capping (2 nm) layers were deposited by dc-magnetron sputtering at room temperature (Ar pressure: 10 −3 mbar). A series of micromagnetic simulations was performed by OOMMF software 18 that reveals the vortex ground state for individual magnetic Py caps. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) topography analysis shows no overlap between adjacent caps suggesting a negligible magnetic intercap exchange interaction. Thus the magnetostatic coupling represents the major contribution in closely packed cap arrays. The visualization of magnetic states was carried out by XMCD-PEEM. In the used set-up, x-ray radiation hits the sample under an angle of 74
• with respect to the surface normal, which results for curved surfaces in an illumination of one side of the cap. The magnetic contrast originating from the opposite side of the cap is caused by transmitted x-ray radiation and therefore inverted. 19, 20 Due to this geometry, the vortex state on spherical particles appears as characteristic quadrupolelike magnetic pattern (Fig. 1) . For isolated spheres, the projection of the object's shadow onto the substrate causes a strong magnetic contrast. This feature, called "tail contrast," is of big advantage as it increases spatial resolution and allows us to observe vortices in caps with a diameter of 100 nm.
The imaging of individual caps [ Fig. 1(a) ] and small clusters [ Fig. 1(b) ] of Py(20/100) and Py(20/330) caps (indicated by dashed circles) reveals vortex as equilibrium and remanent state after saturation. 11, 21 When two caps (100 or 330 nm) are brought together, the magnetostatic interaction results in a chirality alternation [ Fig. 1(b) , left], as can be identified by following the tail contrast. Positive and negative chirality are indicated by red-and green-shaded regions, respectively. Adding a third cap to the arrangement results in the phenomenon of magnetic frustration [ Fig. 1(b) , right]. However, in contrast to classical frustration of magnetic moments, magnetic vortices in hemispherical closely packed cap arrays with diameters of 330 nm show chirality frustrated states [ Fig. 1(c) ]. As the name suggests, the vortices are frustrated by the sense of spin curling. This configuration is stabilized at remanence after saturation and is therefore nucleation driven. An applied magnetic field introduces a preferred magnetization orientation parallel to the field direction even if the field value approaches zero. Vortices nucleate pairwise with opposite chirality at the edge of caps perpendicular to the external magnetic field. Besides the one-dimensional chirality alternation, threefold symmetry arrangements also occur due to a thermally activated nucleation. The increase of the cap diameter to 800 nm prevents any correlation between chiralities of neighboring vortices [ Fig. 1(d) ], demonstrating the possibility of self-assembled closely packed vortex arrays.
For a detailed analysis of the magnetization reversal process of the cap array shown in Fig. 1(c) , the magnetic states were probed while ramping an in-plane magnetic field. The orientation of the external field is along the column of caps in Fig. 2 (from top to bottom). The magnetic virgin curve is determined by numerical postprocessing of the XMCD-PEEM contrast on individual cap structures [ Fig. 2(a) ]. The error bars in Fig. 2(a) account for the statistical averaging over an ensemble of caps showing the vortex state. The observed transition at (145 ± 20) Oe matches very well with the vortex annihilation field derived from the local maximum of the susceptibility of the integral hysteresis loop of (151 ± 10) Oe that were obtained by superconducting quantum interference device-vibrating sample magnetometry (SQUID-VSM) measurements. In both disks and caps, stray fields originate from magnetic volume divergences and surface charges that are localized in the volume and at the edge of the circular pattern, respectively. For caps, the contribution of edge charges is negligible due to the continuously decreasing thickness. Hence smaller magnetic fields with respect to planar counterparts are required to annihilate the vortex in a cap. The magnetostatic coupling that suppresses the vortex nucleation for closely packed planar disks is much weaker in caps for the same reason.
After saturation the magnetic field was swept to monitor the magnetization reversal process [ Fig. 2(a), red symbols] . The image sequence (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) shows the evolution of the magnetic pattern from a dipolelike contrast in a single cap into a coexistence of dipole-and quadrupolelike contrast distributed over the cap array. The latter contrast is assigned to vortex indicated by ·− and color shaded. Comparing the chirality of the observed vortices reveals a chirality frustrated state with a one-dimensional alternation. The dipolelike contrast is characteristic for a uniform state. Both hysteresis curve and XMCD-PEEM patterns can be understood by means of micromagnetic simulations. The calculated magnetic states are depicted in Figs. 2(b)-2(e) for decreasing magnetic field when coming from positive saturation. According to simulations the slow decrease of the magnetic signal at positive field corresponds to the relaxation of the magnetization into the surface plane forming the onion state [ Fig. 2(b) ]. As a next step, the irreversible magnetic transition is initiated by the transformation of the onion into the metastable C state, apparent in the hysteresis curve by a constant permeability. With decreasing field the vortex core nucleates at the edge of the cap [ Fig. 2(c) ] in order to minimize the stray field. As the external magnetic field becomes more negative, the core is shifted to the center [Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)]. For even more negative fields, the core is displaced to the opposite edge with respect to the nucleation site and eventually expelled from the cap.
Closely packed arrays of caps with either larger thickness or larger diameter exhibit the vortex remanent state [ Fig. 3(a) ] due to an increased contribution of volume divergences in the onion state. Accordingly, vortex annihilation and nucleation field for Py(40/330) cap arrays are at room temperature (−204 ± 10) Oe and (13 ± 5) Oe, respectively. These values are substantially smaller (15-30%) compared with individual planar disks 22 (Table I) . However, these fields are at least three times larger than those of closely packed arrays of planar disks 10 allowing a vortex remanent state. The temperature dependence of vortex annihilation and nucleation field for Py(40/330) cap arrays is shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) , respectively. For high temperatures, the slope that can be fitted by H an/n (T ) = H an/n (0)(1 + α an/n T 3/2 ) originates from the temperature dependence of the saturation magnetization due to spin-wave excitation (Bloch's law). The fitting parameters α n/an shown in Table I are twice the value of individual planar disks. . Such an additional quadratic term was reported for nanoparticles, 23 whose size reduces the k space of spin waves significantly. In the case of magnetic caps, the thickness gradient causes a similar confinement. However, the small quadratic contribution was neglected for fitting H an/n .
For low temperatures (<50 K), the thermal activation of the magnetic transitions between onion and vortex state becomes the leading mechanism. Assuming a weak pinning and constant saturation magnetization, both vortex nucleation and annihilation field are fitted linearly by H an/n (T ) = H an/n (0)(1 + β an/n T ) with β an/n = k B / E an/n ln f 0 τ ln 2 . 24 H an/n (0) is the field where the transition occurs without thermal activation;
E an/n , f 0 , and τ are the energy barrier for vortex annihilation/nucleation, the attempt frequency of relaxation, and the measurement time, respectively. Since f 0 is of the order 10 10 -10 12 Hz, 25 the logarithm term contributes by a constant factor of ≈25. The corresponding coefficients β an/n are shown in Table I , with values justifying the assumption of weak pinning. The value of β an for Py(20/330) cap arrays is much smaller due to the partial onion transition discussed above. In this approach, the energy barriers for vortex annihilation and nucleation in closely packed Py(40/330) caps are (431 ± 34) and (127 ± 10) meV, respectively.
In conclusion, we have presented experimental results on magnetic equilibrium states and magnetization reversal in 20-and 40-nm-thick Py caps on self-assembled spherical particles with diameters of 100, 330, and 800 nm. The curvature-driven thickness gradient ensures the vortex ground state for both individual and closely packed caps due to 
